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introduction
This year’s Annual Review could be read like a recipe, it sets out
the ingredients and method that we at Grand Union used in
2016–17 to deliver our aims.
We have introduced a new rhythm to our activities that lets us
share and connect more deeply with the artists, curators and
audiences that we work with. We have slowed our exhibition
programme down, holding three main exhibitions a year that
provide the backdrop for an energetic public programme of
talks, workshops and performances.
Sharing food has
become a key part
of the way we
invite others to join
conversation
and
debate.
The gallery is often
full of the sounds and
smells that fill kitchens
and dining rooms.
We hope this creates
a welcoming space
for debate, exchange
and
collaboration
which is focussed
around contemporary
visual art.

Grand Union supports and
presents innovative artistic
and curatorial practice. We
believe that a strong artistic
community is an essential part
of an integrated city.
We provide support by:
»» Working with artists, curators
and writers, placing an
emphasis on commissioning
new art, supporting career
development and encouraging
experimentation.
»» Engaging the public with this
work through an ambitious
programme of exhibitions,
talks and events in our Gallery
and elsewhere.
»» Providing visual artists in the
city with affordable, purposebuilt studio space.
»» Developing curatorial talent
through a programme of
employment, mentoring and
toolkits.
In 2016–17 at Grand Union we
presented:
»» 4 exhibitions
»» 29 events
»» 3 offsite projects
»» 2 open studio events
Grand Union’s total turnover
equalled £145,923, with only
27% being awarded by Arts
Council England.
We have welcomed 5,085
visitors through the gallery
doors, engaged 203,661 at
Millennium Point with our
activities and broadcast to
425,283 people online and
through printed media.
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grand union hosts,
shares and listens...

encourages
collaboration...

In 2016–17 we hosted 29 events, including lunches
and coffee mornings, that welcomed people
to explore our programme and led discussion
around the themes and issues raised within
them. We suppported two locally based curators
to produce exhibitions, and have introduced
curators in residence Anna Santomauro and
Valerio Del Baglivo to curate a public programme
in the annual theme Communication and the
Voice.
Pulling Walls by artist Mitra Saboury, organised
by external curator Anneka French, provided the
opportunity to initiate a new relationship with
The Feast - a local youth group who undertake
varying activities whilst exploring their cultural
differences and identities.
Hand and Mind, an exhibition curated by Vanessa
Boni, included Political Therapy workshops,
where therapy and meditation methods
were used to elicit the connections between
participants personal experiences and political
beliefs - a timely exercise.
We held a dinner amongst Laura Oldfield Ford’s
exhibition Chthonic Reverb, designed and cooked
by Gallery Assistant Kirsty Clarke, to share our
future plans with our patrons and supporters.

2016–2017 has seen us collaborate on many
projects with partners new and old.
We presented Mathew Parkin’s new commisison
slope-tend-big with SHOUT Festival; produced
Artists Behind Bars by Kitty Finer, with Fierce
Festival; produced new work by Mitra Saboury
sited at Millennium Point; and co-commissioned
Laura Oldfield Ford’s exhibition Chthonic Reverb
with The Showroom.
New projects were started with University of
Birmingham and Birmingham City University,
that now see us working with their graduate
and post-graduate students, providing practical
experience of curating and producing annual
events and exhibitions.
A new partnership with Bruntwood Developments
has seen Grand Union advising and supporting
them to purchase work by Birmingham based
artists.
We are working in partnership to develop Modern
Clay, an open, artist-led ceramics facility created
by former studio artist Mark Essen. We have
worked with Mark to gain the funding and space
needed to set up this vital facility for artists,
designers and community groups in the city.
Public Artist Ltd are working in collaboration
with us to secure a new venue for Grand Union.

converses and
exchanges...

supports
and cares...

Communication and The Voice is the theme of
2017. Curators in residence Anna Santomauro
and Valerio Del Baglivo have developed a public
programme of discursive events to encourage
dialogue and exchange between artists,
audiences and curators. They will also lead
discussion with Grand Union’s team under the
title The Shadow Curator. As embedded critics
they will scrutinise our working practices and
reflect on them in dialogue with us. This will enable
us to evaluate our work and make constructive
and considered changes where necessary.
2017 saw the pilot of Grand Union’s new
Curatorial Curriculum, a year-long education
programme for emerging curators. We have
brought together 15 practitioners from across the
UK to participate in intensive two-day workshops
with internationally-renowned curators such as
Susan Gibb, Tom Clark, Morgan Quaintance
and Övül Durmusoglu. Five participants from the
West Midlands received bursaries to take part
in the progarmme, made possible by Beatfreeks
and New Art West Midlands.
In 2017 we pilot Teashop, inviting neighbouring
organisations for tea and cake and Grand Union
to establish new connections.

Core to Grand Union’s mission is the talent
development of artists, curators and audiences.
In 2016–17 we supported Laura Oldfield Ford,
Mitra Saboury and Mat Parkin to create entirely
new bodies of work for their exhibitions at Grand
Union. In partnership with The Showroom we
were able to assist Laura Oldfield Ford with
her first experiements in creating an immersive
installation. Similarly, Mathew Parkin was able
to create an environment that not only to house
his video work, but to also host Queerzone 3000
as resident artists within in his exhibition.
We have nurtured the practices of 19 curators
during 2016–17, providing a platform for the
presentation of their work, or through learning
and reflection during Curatorial Curriculum.
We have expanded our studios to provide much
needed affordable workspace for artists in the
city, and a co-working space where selected
graduates from Birmingham City University’s
School of Art & Design can spend twelve
months after leaving their studies. Grand
Union’s programming team provide mentoring to
graduates, nurturing them through the difficult
transition between graduating and becoming an
independent artist.

grand union
studios
Grand Union studio holders have exhibited their work prolifically throughout the UK including
institutions such as Bluecoat, Spacex, Workplace, Spike Island, Tate St. Ives and The New Art Gallery
Walsall. They have taken part in residencies with University of Birmingham, Leamington Pump Rooms
and The National Trust.
Studio holders regularly work internationally, in 2016–17 this has included Aarhus, Stockholm, Oslo,
Bordeaux, Greece and Milan.
More recently, a number of studio holder’s works were acquired by Bruntwood Developments for their
collection and for display in their Birmingham offices.
Current studio holders are:
An Endless Supply				Emily Hawes				David Rowan
Amelia Beavis–Harrison			
Sophie Huckfield			
Sarah Taylor Silverwood
Simon & Tom Bloor				
Juneau Projects			
Matt Westbrook
Keith Dodds 					James Langdon			Stuart Whipps
Aly Grimes 					Joanne Masding			Kaye Winwood
2017–18 Birmingham City University Graduates in Residence are Nuala Clooney, Maral Mamaghani,
David Poole and Larissa Shaw.
You can find out more about each studio holder and graduate resident at grand-union.org.uk/studios
Modern Clay is a new open access, artist-led ceramics facility directed by Mark Essen, based at Grand
Union. See modernclay.org for details.

a year in recipes
As mentioned above, food has become an
increasingly important part of the way Grand
Union hosts, connects, shares and listens to
artists, curators and auidences.
Our whole staff team are passionate about
food, but in particular Gallery Assistant Kirsty
Clarke has become known as Grand Union’s
resident chef. She is an extremely talented
cooks and has an enthusiasm for creating
dishes and drinks in response to our exhibitions.
Kirsty has created lunches, dinnes, cocktails
and cakes that have oiled the wheels of
conversation and provided much needed
sustenance for hungry workshop participants.
Kirsty has produced a list of recipes to
accompany each exhibition which we hope at
some point to publish fully in a publication.
For now we will share her menu ideas for 2016–
17 to give you a different type of flavour of this
year’s exhibitions.

laura oldfield ford
chthonic reverb
Wood Pigeon, Warm Blackberry Sauce,
Labneh, Wild Borage and Mint
with Oak Smoked Sourdough.
Served on a ‘dove blue’ enamel plate.
Continuing the theme of hazy, pink-tinted
memories accented with urban foraged
ingredients.

mitra saboury
pulling walls
Californian Orange Mille-Feuille with Candied
Orange Peel.
Served straight onto the table top, eaten with
your hands.
A tactile exploration of an edible, multi-layered
environment.

mathew parkin
slope-tend-big
Homemade Cola Syrup topped with ice cold
sparkling water and a maraschino cherry.
Served from a glass punchbowl.
A cooling beverage reclaimed from
commercialisation and made communal.

hand and mind

A group exhibition curated by Vanessa Boni,
featuring work by Artists Alex Cecchetti, Liz
Magic Laser, Hanne Lippard, Jesper List
Thomsen and Hagar Tenenbaum.
Manhattan Cocktail, Either Dry,
Perfect or Sweet.
Hand crafted to order and served with a
simple orange twist.
A copper-coloured drink delivered in a
choreographed performance embodying
ritualised language and gesture.
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